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Abstract 
Despite there are useful books and text books from recognized authors about 
modeling macroeconomics through various types of methods and methodologies,  
“Some Useful tips in Modeling a DSGE models” try to add special features through an 
economist can use to model macro and micro relations to explain different scenarios 
in an specific economy.  
In this sense, this work begin since basic conceptions of difference equations to build 
a Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium model covering special topics like rule – of 
– thumb consumers, monetary and fiscal policies, sticky prices, investment and 
problem of the firms, topics in Dynare and others. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Most of the recent literature in macroeconomics is referred to develop the new 
vintage of macroeconomic models, incorporating the principal advantage: all 
variables are around a steady state in the Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium 
Models (DSGE) – natural levels. In this sense, I will show some tips that sophisticate 
these kinds of models in order to bring them to reality and evaluate an economy 
against different shocks. 
 
Despite there are useful books from recognized authors about models in 
Macroeconometrics and the way how can be implemented, “Some Useful tips in 
Modelling a DSGE models” add special features through an economist can use to 
model macro and micro relations to explain the response from the economy to 
different kind of shocks. 
Therefore, the following structure is follows: 
2. What is a DSGE model? 
3. Linear difference equations and high – order linear models, where I introduce 
basic concepts about how to overcome it and expand single models to 
multiple equations;  
4. Log – linearizationz, RBC and RBC in practice, in part I is  introduced log – 
linearizationz in order to get a variable around a steady state and introduces a 
simple general equilibrium model to a DSGE Model and how to resolved it;  
5. DYNARE, in this part I introduceto the lecturer to program in this software 
created by Michell Juliard to compute DSGE models;  
6. Rule of thumb consumers, here we bring up to the reality in describe two 
type of households;  
7. Long run labor supply and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution for 
consumption, in this part I pointed out the effect of agents to choose labor 
supply and the influence on the Euler equation;  
8. Labor supply and indivisible labor, permits us to bring the results comparable 
with micro data;  
9. The problem of the firm, introduces how to maximize the benefits of 
shareholders and introduce the Tobin’s Q;  
10. Investment, describe in a deep manner the relation of Tobin’s Q and the 
structure of a DSGE model;  
11. Advanced Picks in DYNARE, we refine a DGSE model;  
12. Sticky price model, introduces the model of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve 
and how it performs the comprehension of inflation dynamics;  
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13. Flexible Vs Sticky Prices introduce a comparison about these two types of 
model and the effects over the economy;  
14. Individual maximization in a monetary model, it’s introduced two things: i) 
money demand and ii) basic type of Taylor Rule;  
15. Fiscal Policy, it discusses the effects of government purchases in the economy 
and how we model it, fiscal stance and debt policies;  
16. Optimal Monetary Policy, this chapter discusses the effects of monetary 
policy on controlling the inflation and the tradeoff between output and 
inflation;  
17. Is monetary policy a science?, introduces some tips about how to conduct 
monetary policy and depicts some troubles on implementing it; 
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2. WHAT IS A DSGE MODEL? 
The history of this type of models is largely and complex. DSGE models are in the vein 
of the called “new macroeconomic vintage” (around 2005 – 2007) new Keynesian 
models. The introduction of this models were hard, since we have some advances 
from 1995 and the popular “first” formal DSGE model done by Smets and Wouters 
(2002), “An estimated stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model for the Euro 
Area”. Representatives of this type of work are: Marco Del Negro, Lawrence 
Christiano, Martin Eichenbaum, Jordi Galí, Tommaso Monacelli and Frank Shorfeide 
among others. 
But what are the main characteristics of these models? 
• A DSGE model can help us to find a “unique” and complete equilibrium for a 
particular economy, support by its structure and parameter foundation. 
• It can help us to distinguish intratemporal and intertemporal effect, e.g. 
decision between work hours and consumption, the path of consumption. 
• Mostly and ideally they should be microfounded. 
Among macroeconometric models, they have some differences: 
• The equilibrium in called a “natural level” despite of potential, full 
employment equilibrium, tendency level, etc. 
• The equilibrium is solved around “certainly” levels. 
• Depending on deeply parameters (well calibrated or estimated separately or 
structurally before use Bayesian econometric techniques) this type of models 
can simulate the principal moments of main and fundamentals variables 
despite the model doesn’t know historical data. 
Additionally we can: 
• Make structural forecasting. 
• Assessing ex-ante and ex-post policy and compare with empirical data. 
• Understand economic process and causality between fundamentals. 
On the other hand, these types of models have some weaknesses: 
• It needs much information, microeconomic and macroeconomic data. 
• Well knowledge and managing of continuous and discrete differential 
equations. 
• Knowledge about how to manage microeconometric and macroeconometric 
techniques. 
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Despite we perceive similar structure to CGE models, a DGSE model have the ability of 
use current data, replicate business cycles and recently some authors are working to 
introduce environment, natural resources, etc., e.g. Pieschacon. Modeling is also hard 
and it’s still developing, e.g. Canova and Sala (2009); Komunjer and Ng (2011); Iskrev 
(2010). 
Here is an example of building blocks of DGSE model that I developed in my paper 
called “Sectorial Fluctuations and economic growth impact”. 
Example of DSGE structure 
 
Source: Valdivia (2012) 
In the example above we can see three sources of shocks: agriculture, industry and 
services; any of this can move the equilibrium and the final result we look for the 
response of output. Since we have monetary and policy sectors, one of them should 
react to fight to, e.g. inflation pressures, or work jointly (policy coordination). 
Besides and complementary to DGSE models it’s useful to use comovements in order 
to understand in how many periods answer variables to movements of others.  
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3. LINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONSAND HIGH – ORDER 
LINEAR MODELS 
Linear difference equations 
Linear difference equations are useful to compute DGSE models. Since most of the 
relationships are representations of rational expectation equations, this technique 
help us to compute them. The block construction takes a multi equation structure 
that helps us to determine relations and correlations (contagion) between variables. 
The compute solutions also allow observing the transmission mechanism of different 
shocks in the economy. More important, its impact (in terms of deviation of some 
level called potential, natural, steady state or some like these). 
As R. Farmer(1999) describe, let us suppose a model structure generated by the 
following equations: 
 = , 
 ,  1 
 = 
,  2 
Where represent the so-called belief of agents on  and 
 is an autoregressive 
process with  and  called random shocks following an i.i.d. process with 0, . 
One important assumption in order to avoid biased is that they are hypothetically 
uncorrelated, otherwise conclusions and interpretations are not valid.   
If we assume that  represents rational expectations, so it shows the true probability 
distribution of |, that is the forward values of  are conditional of information 
available on time t.  
Example 1  
Given  =  and its steady state is  =  obtain the dynamics of variable  (should be an Euler equation). 
One solution is taking a Taylor expansion from the difference equation (1), so we can 
represent it around a steady state: 
Let be, 
 = 	 
Where       =   
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 =  −   
Remember that a Taylor Approximation (T.A.) is:!" = !"# + !%"#" − "# 
T.A. implies work with cycle component of the variables 
Computing the equation 1 around a T.A. we have: 
 =  
 =  + 		  −  
 −  = 		  −  &'( = )	*(&'(+ 
The last result show that the path of  is explained by a “rate” b and future values of . This simple difference equation  
One important thing about T.A. is that it’s useful only whenthe variable  is closer 
and the neighborhood of the steady state. 
 
 
 
 
Definition “An economic equilibrium is a sequence of probability distributions for the 
endogenous variable   which satisfies   = 	  plus some bounding or 
transversality condition”. 
The bounding condition ensures that values of parameters do not take values out of 
range of economic theory. 
 
 
 = 	, = , - E.g. defining stocks 
 
TA 
Some maximum 
bound 
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The transversality condition implies that in the	lim→2 < ∞. The limit  must 
converges to some value, let us see, e.g., the future evolution of prices. 
Let suppose that in equilibrium =  =  (on the 45° line) and the evolution of  
is given by  = , 
 , . Assume that 
 is constant, 
 .  
 
From the graph, we can see: 
1
st∘ Doesn’t depend on t explicitly, it  
implies autonomy 
2
nd ∘ Has three fixed points that 
represent solutions to the steady state.  
 
 
Then, given the initial value, ,, we can have two stable points and one instable. If we 
linearize our function the two stable points are 6 	∧ 8. 
For our equation it can be represented by Phillips curve,  = , important for 
conduct Monetary Policy. 
Solutions to the difference equation 
) < 1 Regular case    
We need to pick an arbitrary initial value of  close to  to generate  through 
Markov process
1
.  
The regular case violated the convergence condition because it explode 
 = 1  + :∗ :∗ is random variable. Only exists one condition where we are in equilibrium,  = , 
in this case we don’t violate the transversality condition and  : is removed. 
Then, beliefs must themselves be functions of fundamental economic parameters 
(deep parameters) of the model. 
                                                          
1
 A random process is when future probabilities are determined by its most recent values. 
45° 
 
 8 < 6 
, , 
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) > 1 Irregular case    
In this case the model converges  
 = 1  + :∗ 
Let assume :∗ is small and we have beliefs that the model will converge to  , Why? 
Since :∗ is small,  will be associated with sequences of probability distributions that 
converge to a stationary distribution that contains the fixed point , the so called self 
– fulfilling prophecies. 
E.g. 
 = 	 + : →	Shock  =  + : 
 = 1  + 1 : 
 = <  + :∗, when we aggregate shocks, expectations disappear. 
Let be  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then, there is no sequence >?2  that will be consistent with the equilibrium. 
E.g.  = 2	; 		 = 0 
Remember that from equation  = , 
 ,  we know that 
1. ∘ Doesn’t depend explicitly on  →is autonomous 
2. ∘ Has three fixed points  
3. In steady state (SS) 6 , 8are stable and <not 
 
 
 = 1 
1 2 4 
2 
4 
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Points around 6 , 8 are good candidates to linealize around SS. 
E.g. 
Around the fixed points the linear 
approximation is a good 
approximation similar to Taylor 
Expansion. 
 
 
E.g. =  + B 			←	this is around SS 
WhereB = DE̅, 			 =  − B 
The Taylor Expansion will be: (be in mind 
 = constant → E = 0)  =  + 
,  −   =  − BGHIHJ< + B 
From de last we have two cases: 
>
? Is a non trivial function of time →  no autonomous → >
? isn’t a constant >
? Is a random variable (r.v.) 
In any of the two cases: 
 =  + D
, ,  + K
, 
 − 
 
, 
8 < 6 
Points 
45 , 
, 
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 =  − B − L
 + B + L
 																					3 
Then, the equation 3 isn’t autonomous. 
Two options for solving first – order linear models  
We are interested in a model where steady state value is continuously buffeted by a 
random disturbance, and then we have two options: 
1. First – Order deterministic equation 
Given 3 if L = 0 we have |B| < 1		 ← System is stable as  → ∞ |B| > 1		 ← Unstable and divergent   → ∞ B = 1					 ← We always is SS  
2. First order stochastic equation and L ≠ 0 
Given3: 
i. |B| < 1		 →  might be stable. 
ii. 3  is in function of the distribution of 
 , we need that its 
probability distribution be invariant through time. 
Therefore   Converges to an invariant probability distribution.  moves through stables ranges  
 
 
 
 
 
 
If we have more than one equation then we have to apply simultaneous equations, 
but if one is unstable, so the process  will be unstable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 + B + OP 
 + B + OQ 
Prob. Distribution 
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Higher – order linear models    
High order linear equations are represented by matrix and vectors because, in this 
case, we are interested in finite number of variables in order to describe the dynamics 
of an economy. 
Let be: R × 1 = R × 1 + QR × 1 R × 1 + LR × 1 
R × 1 4 
In order to compute the equation 4, we must be familiarized with the terms 
“eigenvalues” and “eigenvectors”. Hoffman and Kunze (1971) called them 
characteristic roots or characteristic values. Marcus and Minc (1988) used the term 
proper values or latent roots. These eigenvalues represent solution of the model. 
The behavior of first – order vector is formed by decomposing the matrix system into 
a set of first order equations which are uncoupled in the sense that equation 
describes evolution of a single variable that does not depend on the other variable in 
the set. 
|T6|, UT<U < 1 → Stable  
Any |T > 1| unstable: |T6| < 1 ∧ UT<U > 1 → find a saddle point   
Stochastic vector difference equations   
 =  + Q + L
  
 has to be draws from a invariant probability distribution through time: 
Let         Q = T 
 Q − T = 0		 ⇒ 	 Q − TW = 0 
We need that  must not be zero BE = 0 Solution  
B ≠ 0 ⇒ Must exist E = ,6 = 6 
For having a solution ⇒	Q − TW = 0 
e.g. 
XB BB BY − XT 00 TY = 0 
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BB − BT − BT + T − BB = 0 T = TB + B + BB − BB = 0 T − TQ + O = 0 
Then, T6	, T< eigenvalues  
e. g. 
Q = 2 21 1 T − T2 + 1 + 2 − 2 = 0 
T − T3 = 0 ⇒ TT − 3 = 0 
T6 = 3T< = 0 T6 = 3 
We know Q − TW = 0 
X2 21 1Y − X3 00 3Y = 0Z[ ⇒ X−1 21 −2Y\66] = 0Z[ −6 + 26 = 06 		− 		26 = 0-6 = 26 
Since one   is arbitrary, there will be an infinite number of eigenvectors that satisfy 
the equation. 
 = 2 ⇒		 = 1	 ∧		 		 = 2 
The roots Q× are two solutions for T6 	∧ 	T< to Q = T6 , 	< be eigenvectors 
How to get the roots?  
From  T = TB + B + BB − BB = 0 we can get eigenvalues. 
Let   Q ^6<_GHIHJ` = ^6<_GHIHJ` aT6 00 T<b 
cB − T							 BB B − Tc = 0 
+ 
- 
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Q = dTd 
Suppose that       
R × 1 = QR × R				 R × 1 ⇒		 = dTd							||d d = ddGIJ Td 
And transform e = Te   is an independent model 
⇒ 		T = fT6 00 T<g ⇒	e = T6e  e = T<e  
This model is  stable because of roots are < 1 
Unstable when any is > 1 
Stochastic vector difference equation 
Let     =  + Q + L
  
Period 1  =  + Q, + L
 
Period 2  =  + L
 + Q + Q, + L
 
Period t  
 =hQi + O
i + Q,i,  Qi = dΛd = dΛid 
Λ The stability condition 
If all of eigenvalues are around the unit circle, so we can write 
 = W − Q + OhQi
i2i,  
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Linear rational expectation models  
Include belief about the future induced dynamics through beliefs by the effects of 
accumulating stocks from past. 
Assume: 
 = Qk l + P XmY m =  −  	← Error expectation 
So we have: 
 = kl  ∈ opq 		∧ 	 ∈ opr ⇒	R + R = R  are state variables. 
Factors that influence economic behavior at date t 
 can be partitioned into those variables: 
Capital stock      predetermined (with initial condition) 
Real value of money supply  free 
Shocks or disturbances  
Fundamental disturbances are i.i.d. through time 
 ∈ os 
Example: preference shocks, endowments and technology. 
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4. LOG LINEARIZATION, RBC AND RBC IN PRACTICE 
Log linearization, is a first Taylor approximation around steady state 
Et = log E − log E̅ = ww 
To log E apply a TA  
Remember:     E = E̅ + E%E − E̅ 
log E = logE̅ + 1E E − E̅ 
log E − log E̅ = E − E̅E̅  
We can express like: 
Et = E − E̅E̅  ⇒				 log E − log E̅ = Et 
Then, log linearizationz: 
E = E̅1 + Et E = E̅xKty 
Let be 
E6 = E6 		⇒ 	 zE̅xKty{6 = E̅6x6Kty  
 E6 = E̅61 + BEt (1) 
Proof of Taylor expansion  
E̅6x6Kty = E̅6x6, + E̅6x6,BEt − 0 E̅6x6Kty = E̅61 + BEt 
If:  
BE = BzE̅xKty{ = BE̅1 + Et  ∴ 								BE = BE̅1 + Et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Product of two variables 
E = E̅xKtyxDty = E̅xKtyDty = E̅1 + Et + t E = E̅1 + Et + t															3 
Adding two variables  
E +  = E̅xKty + xDty = E̅1 + Et + 1 + t																		4 
Example: Given a single utility consumption function: 
Max>8y,yq?hO
2
  L = log L 
St. O + W =  and   = 1 −  + W 
We have to replace the capital law in the consumption constraint. 
O +  = 1 −  +  
Let suppose a Cobb Douglas production function 
 =   < 1 →   Concave  
And the technology following a AR(1) process 
 =   0 ≤  ≤ 1 0,1 → Discount rate     Depreciation rate  
~iid 
FOC 
 O 				 ∶ 												  1O = T												1   :									− T + TT1 −  + T = 0 
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 = B T = T^	 + 1 − _ 									T = T^1 −  + 	_																			2 
Building the model 
Euler equation  
1 → 2 
1O =  O1 −  + 	GHHIHHJ yq¡ ¢									1 
Restriction  
O + W =   = 1 −  + W  =  																								∧ 								  =  £ ⇒	O +  =  + 1 −  1i  Log – lin 
− 1O O¤ = O z¥ − L̂{ + O 1 − −L̂ 
We know that 
o = 1 −  +  → §̂ = ¨̂ + 1 − © 1ilog –lin1 
1O = O 1 −  + 	GHHIHHJ yq¡ ¢GHHHHHHIHHHHHHJªyq
 
O = Oo Lz1 + O¤{ = Loz1 + O¤ + o¥{ 
O¤ = zO¤{ − §̂ + 	m																									B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z1 + ¤ { = z1 + ¨̂ +  − 1©{ 
¤ = ¨̂ + 1 − ©									 
Log – lin capital law 
 = 1 −  + W 								← O + W = 																	W =  − O  = 1 −  +  − O z1 + ©{ = 1 − z1 + ©{ + z1 + ¨̂ + ©{ − Oz1 + O¤{ 
 = 1 −  + GHHHHIHHHHJ6q © +
«6r ¨̂ −
O¬6­ O¤ © = B© + B¨̂ − B®O¤ 
Shock 
 =  ∙  ≡  =  ∙  But 	,  are similar 1 + ̂ = 1 + ̂ + t ̂ = ̂ + t 
Built our system 
1O¤ = zO¤ − §̂{ 
1.1O¤ = O¤ − ¨̂ − 1 − © O¤ = BO¤ + B¨̂ − B®© 2© = © + ¨̂ − ®O¤								|| 3¨̂ = ̂ + t 
O = B² O¤ + B¨̂ − B®© 
 = 1© −  ¨̂ − ® O¤ 
 	= 	 1  − t 
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³´´
µ´ 1 0 0\®] \ 1] \]0 0 1 ¶··
·¸ ¹O º
= »B B B®0 1 00 0 1 ¼ ¹
O º + ¹
0 −1 B B®0 0 0 0−1 0 0 0 º ³´´
µ´tm½mmi ¶··
·¸
 
¾O¤© ¿ = Q
O¤©¢+ ÀÁ
ÂÃ¥m½mmi ÄÅ
Æ
 
Steady State 1O = 1O o ⇒  = 1o 
 = 						||  = GIJ ¡  
 =  ⇒   
⇒ 	  =  1O = O z1 −  + { 1 = 1 −  +  
 = 1 +  − 1																											 = 11 + § 
 = 1 + § +  − 1	 
 = § + 	 
⇒ 	  = § + 	 
 = \§ + 	 ]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Capital law of notion  
 = 1 −  +  − O 
 =  −  +  − O 
 =  − O 
O =  −  O + W = O = 1 + W  ∙ O = 1 −    O +  = 1  = 1O +  
O = \§ +  ] 
Different types of rational expectations  
• If the number of T% =number of variables free initial condition⇒ ∃! 
eqq 
• T% >number of free variables conditions ⇒ ∄eqq 
• T% <number of free variables conditions ⇒ many eqq 
Let see our model 
O¤ = O¤ − B¨̂ − B®©  = © + ¨̂ + ®O¤ ̂ 	= 	̂ + t 
We have predetermined variables 
,  
Free variable  
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↑  →↑ « →	↑ «  
         Impulse    response and paths generated 
Then we can reach a unique path for: 
O¤ ←  That will represent a unique rational model  
Let consider the system: 
 =  − o  (IS) Ë = Ë + T +m (Phillips curve) o = ÌË + |  (Taylor rule) Í =  +  m: Error expectations m = Ë − Ë 
Building the model: 
 =  − ÌË −  Ë = Ë + T +m  =  +  
 
 +ÌË =  −  −T + Ë = Ë +m  =  +   	, Ë Stock we have initial conditions  Free m free 
This equilibrium is unique? 
Depends on Ì	<> 
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RBC and RBC in practice 
 Most of researchers have skepticism that technology shock is the source of 
business fluctuations. 
 But, there is evidence that larger technology shocks to produce RBC. 
 O the other hand, great variation of productivity amplify effect of  technology 
shocks, so produce real business cycles 
 
But, how the cycle ismeasure? 
 
We have many options:  
HP Hodrick and Prescott filter 
CF Christiano Fitzgerald filter 
BP Band Pass Filter 
VAR model 
Kalman filter 
Nadaraya Watson Filter 
 
The typical used by most of researchers is the HP filter, based in its tractability 
and common use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 − ∗ 
Economic cycle 
 
 ∗ 
 
 
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Example from US 
½	Î	ÏÐÑÒÓ	 < D ½		ÏÐÑÒÓ > D 3Ô ≥ D Ö = D ×ÎÐ	ØÎÙÏ	 = D  < D ,     	Ú ÛÜÝ6Þp > D Ü6<Þß = D àßi	×ÚÞßáß < D 	⇒ The most cyclical variation in total hours worked is from 
changes in employment 
zâ  { < D zÚ ã { < D 
At this point we have to introduce the comovement term. It is a correlation between 
the actual and future period. Then, we have that the most series are pro cyclical 
Example     m  	, ä,   cyclical 
  o a cyclical/ countercyclical  
Persistence → most display  ≅ 0.9 
Implications: 
3Ô ≥ D Animal spirits 
 < D Used to abstract change in capital 
àÞÛßi > D Labor market is the key to understand business fluctuations  
zÚ ã { < D Wage isn’t important to allocate labor in BC  
Let consider: 
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BE	,hO, ç2,  			 is a concave function ⇒ refers to permanent income hypothesis 
£ + ç = 1 
If profit    Ë = 0	 ⇐ 	 = Q , £ = é£ + e 
  O + W =  + Ë  = 1 −  + W , > 0 BE	Ë =  −é£ + e 		⇒ 	 = é£ + e 
Built blocks  
BE	,hO, 1 − £2,  
 
 
FOC 
 O :	êO , 1 − £ = T  £ :	− êO, 1 − £ = TQê, £   :	T = ^TQê, £_ + zT1 − { 
Labor supply (labor decision)  
ë½ = êO, 1 − £êO, 1 − £ = Qê, £ 
Intertemporal effect, the last effect can help us to assess the intertemporal effects of 
consumption 
↑ Q →↑ ^Qê		_ ⇒↓ ç ∧	↓ O ⇒ \ê		ê		] ↑ 
O + W = 1  + Ë  
0 
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Euler consumption decision 
êO, 1 − £ = ^êO, 1 − £>Qê, £ + 1 − ?_ 
Intertemporal effect  
↑ Q →↑ ê  →↑ ê by↑ ^Qê		_ 
We know: 
Qê, £ = \é ] 
HOUSEHOLD  
Labor supply 
ê			ê			 = \é ] 
Qê  = \e] 
Euler  
ê  =  \ê í\e] + 1 − -] 
FIRMS dealing with competitive market with Ë = 0 
BE			 −é£ − e 
St.    = Q , £ 
FOC 
:			Qê  = XîãY£:			Qê  = XïãYð MRS (marginal rate of substitution) 
Give functional form to find a solution  
Let  O, ç = logO + ñ log1 − £ 
St. 
 O + W = XïãY £ + XîãY  + òyãy  
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FOC 
O:	 1O = T																																	1 
ç:	 ñç = −T \é ] 
First 
 log çç ç£ = ñç −1 = − ñ1 − £ 
£:	− ñ1 − £ = T \é ] 												2	 2 1ó :		 ñO1 − £ = \é ] Δ:	 ↑ é →↑ £ ∧		↓ O 
 
 
 
 
 
 
:	T =  \\e] + 1 − ]T 
T =  õT XXîãY + 1 − YGHHHHIHHHHJªyq ö (2) 1O 	=  f 1O og 
Remember that  o = 1 −  +  (7) 
 
 
£ 
é   
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FIRMS 
Capital demand   Q XëY = XîãY  (3) 
Labor demand 1 − Q XëY = XïãY (4) 
Equilibrium: 
O + W =      (5)  = 1 −  + W    (6) 
The model   
Variables O,£, ,ïã , îã , , W 
 Need extra equations of o (interest rate) 
Finding steady state: 
Euler →	 ½ = ½ o				 ⇒ 			÷ = +ø 
Real interest rate 
o	 = 1 −  + e 
o	 = 1 −  +  \£] 
1 + §		 = 1 −  +  \£] § +  		= \£] ⇒ \£] = X § + Y 
£ =	X § + Y   
Capital law of motion  
 = 1 −  + W 
W = 	 ⇒ 	 W =  
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Equilibrium: 
 = O +  
1 = O +    
Labor supply  
ñO1 − £ = é  ££ ∙ ñO1 − £ = 1 −  \£] ⇒ £ ∙ ñO1 − £ = 1 −  \£] £  £ = 1 − £ ∙ 1 − £ñO ⇒ £ = 1 −  1 − £ñO  
Log-lin around S.S. 
 Euler 
 Labor demand 
 Capital demand 
 Equilibrium 
 Production function 
 Capital law of motion  
 Labor supply consider first ç¥ 
 Restriction ç +£ = 1 
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5. DYNARE 
 
 Solve simulate and estimate DSGE models 
 Facility for imputing model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mod file, we declare the structure of the model 
Pre processer translate into mat lab routine to solve or estimate the model 
What kind of work does DYNARE? 
• Compute SS of a model 
• Compute the solution of determined models  
• Compute 1i 	BR	2p order approximation to solve stochastic models 
• Estimate parameters using Maximum Likelihood or Bayesian estimation  
• Compute optimal polices in linear quadratic models   
• We are interested in two things:   
• Compute solution functions to a set of first order conditions  
How the model response to shocks? 
• Temporary 
• Permanent 
How the system come back to SS or finds a new SS 
Keep in mind what kind of model you are treating: 
• Stochastic: distribution of future shocks 
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
------- 
Mod DYNARE                 Mat lab                 Output  
Pre- processer  
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• Deterministic: Occurrences of shocks are known when we are doing the 
model solution 
For instance: 
Technology shock: 
• Deterministic: agents know what is gone happen so this innovation will be 
zero   
• Stochastic: agents only know that it is random and will have zero mean 
Stochastic models solution. 
Agents made its decisions about policy or feedback rule for future and it will be 
contingent with the realization of the shocks. 
We look for a solution that satisfies the first order condition of the model 
Solution of deterministic models 
• Numeral methods: series of number that match the equations. 
Characteristic
DETERMINISTIC 
 Introduce the impact of a change 
of regime for instance 
introduction of a new tax. 
 Assume full information, no 
uncertainty azero shocks, 
expectative rationales (perfect 
foresight). 
 Shock isknown and can hit for 1 
or reserved periods. 
 Solution not require linearization 
 Is useful when linearization offer 
poor approximation around SS. 
 
 
 
STOCHASTIC 
 Popular in RBC model or new 
Keynesian models. 
 Shock hit with a surprise today 
and after this w = 0 this is 
because of Taylor 
approximation. 
 Linearized the model permit 
agents behave as it future shocks 
where equal to zero: called 
certainty equivalence. 
It’s doesn’t permit the model be 
deterministic. 
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Work with DYNARE 
Write the mod file 
As DYNARE calls Mat Lab routines; DYNARE produces m-file  
Solves non linear models with forward looking variables    
Steps 
• Declaration of variables 
• Declaration of parameters     
• Equations of the model 
• SS values of the model if…. 
• Definition of the properties of the shocks 
DYNARE is designed to simulate efficiently non linear models with forward looking consistent 
expectations. 
DYNARE facilitates building macro models without knowing much of Mat Lab. 
DYNARE is overfed toward consistent forward today expectations; means that we have perfect 
information about future evolution of the system so we solve simultaneously and theoretical 
infinite number of periods. 
Have to add transversality conditions. 
In practice DYNARE simulate a finite large numbers of periods with evolutions imposed at 
horizon, and we will approx these last by the long run equilibrium of the system. 
A practical feature; DYNARE simulates a nonlinear dynamic behavior of the system around a 
given SS invariant trough time. 
In the model shocks are all expected at period 1 and unexpected before. 
Example: 
h^lgO + Ψ lg 1 − ç_2,  
St.    O +  = XïãY£ + XîãY  + 1 −  
We can see as accounting identity   
LHS: expenditures 
RHS: revenues  
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a) Can be interpreted as capital accumulates noting that XïãY£ + XîãY   are total 
payments of factors = aggregate output  imposing zero profits  
So W =  − O ⇒ law of notion ú =  − 1 −  
That show that investment diminish the effects of  ∴ the consumers faces a trade off consuming and investing in order to increase the capital 
stock and assuming more in following periods. 
FOC  
Euler equation:  
1O =  û 1O \1 −  + \e]]ü 
Labor supply 
Ψ O1 − ç = é 
Firm is involved in a competitive market and has 
 = Q£ 
Capital demand  Q XëY = XîãY 			 ||  ⇒  yy = XîãY 
Labor demand   1 − Q XëY = XïãY ⇒ 1 −  XyëyY = XïãY 
+ Shocks   
No matrix representation is necessary 
Variable in t just E → E  − R → Ep → E−R + R → Ep → E+R	ý§	ER- Take care of backward “n” forward today   Because is a predetermined variable 
Conventions: 
Q+R Indicates that variable should jump, is a forward variable or called non- predetermined 
variable. 
Blanchard – Kahn condition is met when the number of non-predetermined variables equal the 
numbers of eigenvalues are greater than one. 
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 Specify initial values    
A stochastic model needs to have SS values 
SS values are the reference points to simulations and impulse response functions  
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6. RULE OF THUMB CONSUMERS 
Introduction of rule of thumb consumers change dramatically the response of consumption to 
shocks, in principle to monetary shocks. 
Non Ricardians consumers alter the effects of monetary shocks. They don’t borrow, nor save in 
order to smooth consumption and each period they consume their current labor income.      
Presence of rule of thumb can capture important aspects of actual economies which are missing in 
conventional models. 
Support of the presence for industrialized economies can be found in Campell and Mankiw (1989)  
Consumption, income and interest rates: reinterpreting the times series evidence. 
No single representative consumer but by two groups.   
Half consumers are forward – looking and consume their permanent income, reluctant to 
substitute intertemporal consumption in response to interest rate move, rule – of – thumb of 
consuming their current income. 
The presence of rule – of – thumb households rejects the permanent income hypothesis on the 
basic of aggregate data. 
Rule – of – thumb households have important consequences for fiscal policy and its effect on the 
economy. 
Interpretation includes myopia, lack of access to capital markets, fear of saving, ignorance of 
intertemporal trading opportunities. 
Ricardian household 
BE	hO,, ç,2,  £, + ç, = 1 O, + W, + oP, = é£, + e,, + P, + Ë 
To form the Lagrangian made the budget constraint in real terms 
Assume that optimizer have the following utility functions 
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		Twice differentiable and concave 
ä = 1 → The concavity requires log must be increasing and concave 
With this utility function 
 Consumers must be willing to expand their consumption at a constant rate when real 
interest rate is constant: O = O 
 
 Optimal to supply a constant number of hours when the real interest rate is constant and 
wage rate grows at a constant rate: 
		 Is concave if  < 1 
  Is convex if  > 1 
To ensure the   concavity:  
−ç%%ç > 1 − 2^%ç_ 
Find labor supply  
Capital supply →	  : 1 = , Xo XXîãYY + 1 − Y 
In the equation real interest rate and the return should be equal to 1 
King Plosser and Rebelo (1988) 
Production, growth and Business 
Cycle  
The basic neoclassic model  
Basic Neoclassical 
model of growth in 
business cycle   
FOC 
→   = 11 −  zO,ç,{þ 	→ 
Endogenous labor 
supply, a SS requires 
that hours per 
person be invariant 
to the level of 
productivity   
O, ç, , →Capital Supply P, → Euler  ê → Marginal utility of C T → Wealth marginal utility  
Marginal rate of 
substitution 
between leisure 
and consumptions  
ë½  
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From  P, ⇒  an optimal O, ç, £,   plans follow the sequences: >O?,2 >?,2 >£?,2 	BR	>?,2    that satisfies the FOC conditions and the transversality 
requirement  → lim→2 	T = 0 
Rule Of Thumb Consumers 
Oß, çß 
st. Oª = é£ª 
But they can choose optimally the hours worked 
⇒ Labor supply is = to the optimizer 1çª = 1Oª \é ] 
In the case of the elasticity  is high⇒ 	 = 1 
  = lnO,,ª + lnç,,ª 
In the restring labor supply   
£ªçª = £ªOª \é ]çª = 1 − £ªEx.			£ª = 1 2																			 
 Oª = \é ] £ªOª = \é ] 1 2  
Aggregation  
O = 1 − TO, + TOª £ = 1 − T£, + T£ª 
O = 1 − TO, + T f\é ]£ªg 
O = 1 − T \é ] ç, + T f\é ]£ªg 
O = X1 − T1 − £, + T£ªY \é ] 
O = ¹1 − T − 1 − T£, + T£ª + 1 − T£,GHHHHIHHHHJëy − 1 − T£,º \é ] 
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O = ¹£ + 1−T − 21 − T£,GHHHHIHHHHJëy º \é ] 
£ = 1 − T£, + T12				 ||2 2£ = 2£,1 − T + T 
O = £ + 1 − 2£ \é ] 
O = 1 − £ XïãY Aggregate Supply (AS) of labor 
In general the AS doesn’t change with the different types of agents 
Consumption faces no liquidity restrictions in the long run  
O̅ªO = O̅,O = 1 
The effect is on aggregation of consumption  
O = TOª + 1 − TO, O̅z1 + O¤{ + TO̅ªz1 + O¤ª{ + 1 − TO̅,z1 + O¤,{ 
O¤ = TO̅ªO̅ O¤ª + 1 − TO̅,O̅ O¤, O¤ = TO¤ª + 1 − TO¤, 
But it change because of the Euler equation 
O¤, = zO¤{ − §̂ 
O¤, = O¤, − §̂ +mª 	→ 	zO¤{ − O¤ 
O¤ = TO¤ª	 + 1 − TO¤, − 1 − T§̂ + T	O¤ª − TO¤ß  O¤ = 1 − TO¤, + TO¤ª	GHHHHHIHHHHHJ½¤yq − 1 − To¥ + T	O¤ª − TO¤ß  O¤ = O¤ − 1 − To¥ + T	O¤ª − TO¤ß  
Oª = 12\é ] ⇒ O¤ª = ké© l 
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O¤ = O¤ − 1 − To¥ + T	 k∆ké© ll o¥:  Intertemporal effect  
Xï©ãY: Credit restrictions 
∴ Not only consumption depends on interest rate, but also on the intertemporal effect of XïãY 
Example: 
O,£ = Oþ1 −  xþë 
T.A. 
E = E̅ »1 + %E̅E̅ E̅Et¼ 
E − E̅ = % 
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7. LONG RUN LABOR SUPPLY AND THE ELASTICITY OF 
INTERTEMPORAL SUBSTITUTION FOR CONSUMPTION 
Three contradictions  
• Consumption and labor are additively but in utility separable function  
o Euler equation are not influenced by labor 
• The elasticity of intertemporal substitution is below < 1 
• Labor supply is not totally inelastic in the long run 
↑ XïãY Have little effect on labor supply that relies on labor income 
Besides, as Euler equations reflects also permanent income hypothesis, getting out of labor from 
the analysis of income is by a time separable utility function. 
  Hall (1988) “Intertemporal substitution in consumption” in Journal of Political Economy 
ISE: is measured by a response of the change of consumption to changes in the expected real 
interest rate 
1. ↑ o →↓ O ∧	↑ O whenever a ↑ Qê 
2. êéç is important 
3. Reduction of natural debt or unfunded soul security is relatively unimportant 
4. Consumption moves for changes in interest rate over the cycle  
Let consider  
∆ lnO = § −  + 	 + ñ	 lnO = lnO + § −  + 	 + ñ	GHHIHHJ
ª  
: Utility discount rate 
: Elasticity of intemporal substitution consumption 
Let take  = 0.2	 ← Hall (1988) 
Kimbal et. al. (1995) 
And suppose a time separability utility function 
 = 1ñ 		⇒ 		0.2 = 1ñ 		= 15 ⇒ ñ = 5 ñ: Aversion coefficient 
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K-P-R 
  = O1 − ñ − 	Ã£ 
  = − 14O − 	Ã£ 						→ 1O = T 
Labor supply → − ½,ë½,ë = ïã ⇒ OÃ%£ = ïã  
K-B in USA consumption in 35 years has doubled ≈ 2% per years ↑ O ≈ 2%per years, while hours 
worked is stable £ = 1 3 				£ ≅increase in a small proportion cause of  	Ã£ 
Number of work hours P/person 
Taking 
OÃ%£↓≅ 1 =
ïã 			∧ 		2 = ïã ⇒ X32 = ïãY↓ ⟶Not¡ ¡ ¡..  
 
ïã  didn’t increase in that period, just doubled  
Even 
0.333 =  ⇒ ® =  ⇒ 2® = ïã = 8 → Not ¡¡¡ 
An alternative way ↑ O	BR	 ↑ ïã ⇒  as we have intratemporal substitution effects between O	BR	£ ⇒	↓ £ ← this falling is explained by household satisfied consumption so, turned to 
additional leisure. 
The income effect through wages.   
∴ Maintaining a separable function ⇒ leads to an IES in consumption reinforce the income effect 
of permanent wage increase stronger than the substitution effect of a permanent wage. 
Micro founding: 
 If we have 100% of household surveys on average 75 of percentile work as much as of 25 
percentile. 
 Wage shocks not affect much to an individual on its labor supply ← may be explained by 
law restrictions  ← wage rigidities. 
In wage increase → income effect is larger than substitution effect it violates the evidence on long 
run labor supply. 
So non separability make sense → using K-P-R utility function the elasticity of substitution Ww = 0.6 
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106 = 53 = 1ñ ⇒ ñ = 35 
2,. = ïã ⇒ ïã = 1.41 with Ã%£ ≅ 1 é ≅ 2 
Including evolution of labor in the Euler equation, as Campell and Mankiw (89, 91) helps us to 
finding that predictable movements in disposable income are too predictable movement in 
consumption. 
The long –run labor supply is not inelastic but it increases slightly over the time. 
The separable utility function 
  = O1 − ñ − Ã£ 
We have just an Euler equation 
O = zO ∙ o{ 
Log – lin 
Oz1 − ñO¤{ = Ooz1 − ñO¤ + §̂{ 	 O¤ = O¤ − 1ñ §̂ 
 
 
So the ISE 
 X½¤yq½¤y Y§̂ = 1ñ 
In the long – run income effect and substitution effect are kindly the same, so the whole effect 
disappears. 
A reasonable assumption is a non separable utility function as King – Plosser – Rebelo 
O,£ = O1 − ñ xë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And  
 = 1ñ : is labor –held- constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution in consumption. 
So  
FOC 
O: Oxëy = T 
£: − O1 − ñ xëyñ − 1%£ = \é ] T Oxëy%£Oxëy = \é ] 
O%£ = \é ] 
It establish his worked 
Are stables through a roughly double consume and wages 
↑ O ∧	↑ é in the same proportion ⇒ £# stable ⇒ Income effect = substitution effect 
In SS O ∙ %£ = ïã ⇒ ïã ∙ ë½ = %£O =ctte: stable 
Again the macro implications is through the Euler equation 
Euler: 
Oxëy = zO xëyqo{ 
 
Log - lin 
Oxë k1 − ñO¤ + ñ − 1xëyÃ%£xëy ∙ £#£©l 
= Oxë k1 − ñO¤ + ñ − 1xëyqÃ%z£©{xëyq ∙ £#£© + §̂l + m8  
−ñO¤ + ñ − 1Ã%££#£© = −ñO¤ + ñ − 1Ã%££#£© + §̂ 
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Ã%£ = Ã%£ cause of SS and £ is stable 
O¤ = O¤ + \1 − ññ ]Ã%££∆£© − 1ñ¬Ô→,. §̂ 
Macro implications 
Labor and consume are complementary if ñ = 5 intratemporal 
O¤ = O¤ + \−45] Ã%££∆£© − 15 §̂ 
↑ O¤ = O¤ − 45Ã%£££© + 45Ã%£££© − 15 §̂ 
Note T.A. 
E = E̅ + %EE − E̅ 
E − E̅E̅ = %EE − E̅E̅ ∙ E̅E̅ 
Et = ′EE̅ E̅Et 
If ñ = 3 5 				O	BR	£ are substitutes  
As King and Rebelo, used by Gali, Lopez-Salido, Valles (2005) 
O, ç = 11 − ñ  Oç − 1! 
Substitution effect are = income effect 
Most used ñ → 1 → lnO + lnç 	∧ ç = ç 
Labor supply 
ây = ½y XïãY 
Log – lin O¤ − ë#ë#£© = Xï©ãY 
  O¤ + ë#ë#£© = Xï©ãY ç¥ = ë#ë#£© 
But if £ = 0.2	 ⇒ labor elasticity ↑ ë#ë# : e. g. ,.,. = 4 
We need the labor supply more elastic, Smets and Wouters: 
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  = 11 − ñ ¾Ok
"q#$%q#&'#qq#&' l¿ − 11 − ñ 
O%ç = \é ] 
%ç = Ψç( ⇒	OΨç( = \é ] 
O̅Ψç(z1 + O¤ − )ç¥{ = ké# lk1 + ké© ll 
The elasticity respect to 
ïã  in the long run is 0 because hour worked not change ⇒ income effect = 
subst effect. 
Log – lin 
O¤ − )ç¥ = ké© l				∧ 		ç¥ = £#£# − 1£© 
O¤ + £#1 − £# )£© = ké© l 
£© = 1 − £#£# 1) ké© l − k1 − £#£# 1)lO¤ 
So if ↑ ) 	⇒	↓ elasticity 
 
 
 
 
 
↑ ) → it is useful to approximate micro data  
If we like to expose the response to shock we must play with ) 
 
 
ç 
çi) > 1 
) = 1 çi 
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8. LABOR SUPPLY AND INDIVISIBLE LABOR 
Most of RBC models that includes separable utility functions predicts very high elasticity of leisure 
across time periods for household, which is inconsistent with panel data, e.g. if ESI is ñ = 5 ⇒ 
elasticity in respect to real wages is 32. 
So modeling non separability utility functions and indivisible labor →	meaning that labor includes 
in the Euler equation and permits us to get low elasticity of substitution → elasticity of the labor 
supply is nearly 2 as we can see it in micro data Ej. Kimbal and Basu. 
Let consider a K-P-R utility function. 
O£ = 11 −  íXO*çYþ − 1- 
Ãç = xâ 
 → 1 ⇒ lnO + ln ç 
     lnO + ln1 − £ 
Labor supply is 
1ç = 1O \é ] ⇒ ç¥ = O¤ − ké© l 
ç¥ = ££ − 1£© 
The labor supply will be 
££ − 1£© = O¤ − ké© l ⇒ £ = £ − 1£ O¤ − £ − 1£GIJÓÑ+	Î,		×	ÓÑÒÎ	ÐÓ+
-.../...0 ké1l 
Microeconomic data says elasticity is nearly 1 
But we have £ = 1 3 ≈ 8	ℎ§ 
 = 1 − ££ = 1 − 1 31 3 =
2 31 3 = 2 
So it’s necessary to introduce indivisible labor because movements or fluctuations in aggregate 
hours worked arise due to. 
• Changes in both number of hours people choose to work (intensive margin) 
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• The number of people entering and leaving the work force (extensive margin) 
Hansen’s  Lottery (1985) 
• Each individual in the economy has to choose between working o fixed shift of 
numbers of hours and not working at all 
• Random Lottery 
Two kinds B§ lg3 = B§	lgℎ + B§	lg R + 2Lýlgℎ , lg R 
3 → Total hours worked 
R =Number of people at work 
ℎ =Average hours worked  
Since agent chooses we have 
4	O,3 + 1 − O,  
If  = 1 
O, ç = 4 lnO + 1 −  lnOGHHHHHHIHHHHHHJÓ5«6789:;<%:	9=>?@A;%<=> + 4 ln1 − 3GHHIHHJ Óâ  
Hansen (1985) finds that: with quarterly data for U.S. 55% of B§ lg3 is in function of variation in 
the number of people at work and 20% of the  B§	lg ℎ. B§ lg3 = 20%+ 55%+ 2Lý	ℎR 
Now most of the variation of total hours worked is due to individuals either working or not 
working. 
So this supports using indivisible labor in the utility function. 
Besides indivisible labor displays larger fluctuations than the divisible labor in the economy: 
• Indivisible labor increases the volatility of the stochastic model given a shock of 
technology. 
• Indivisible labor generates standard deviation that is closer to the observed values. 
What does Hansen proposed? 
Another way to reduce the income effect is through Hansen’s lotteries  
We can maximize 
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hzlg L + lgz1 − ℎ{ + 1 − lg L − lg{2,  
St. Restrictions  
 probability of work 
Q = lgz1 − ℎ{ .← Bý§	mý§B	ý§Lx 
⇒ BE	,hlgO + Q£2,  
FOC 
O :	 1O = T 
£: Q − T \é ] = 0 
Labor supply O: Q = XÚãY ← labor supply is elastic 
If we have a technological shock (behaving that 
consume is stable) →↑labor demand, it produces 
that only labor varies and the variation of real 
wages not.  
 
 
Remember that through K-P-R non separable utility function 
O,£ = O1 − ñ xë 
And Smets and Wouter 
  = 11 − ñ ¹O x"q#yq#C(#qq#&' º
 − 11 − ñ 
We can have close income effects nearly ≅ substitution effect  
Let’s form our system 
£i 
£,D £D 
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O,£ = O1 − ñ x*ë 
We have  
Euler:  
O¤ = O¤ − 1ñ §̂ + \1 − ññ ]Ã′££Rt − Rt Ã%ë ≅ 1 
£ = 1 3  
Labor supply   OÃ%£ = XÚãY 
O		Ã%£ k1 + O¤ + Ã%%£Ã%£ ££l = é k1 + ké1ll 
O¤ +££© = ké1l 
Rt = 1£ ké1l − 1£O¤ 
Labor demand and Capital demand 
  = \e] 	← 	Q£ = E4 
1 −  £ = \é ] 
Log – lin 
t − Rt = ké1l 
t − B¥ = \E©] © = 1 − © − ú 
§̂ = 1 − © + \E©]	 	→ §̂ = \ + §1 + §] \E©]	  = B + © + 1 − Rt 
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L + ú =  ⇒ L1 + L̂ + ú1 + F̂ = 1 + t O L̂ + W ú = t 
B = B + G 
With Hansen’s specification we have the following labor supply 
h lg O − Q£ 
FOC 
O :	 1O = T£: Q = \é ]
OQ = \é ] 
O¤ = Xï©ãY ← Labor supply 
But if we consider the type of ñ ≠ 1 
BE	,h kO − 11 − ñ − Q£l2  
FOC 
O = O = T 
Labor supply: 
OQ = \é ] 
ñO¤ = ké© l 
ÃB§		L, §, R, m , E , , B, ú, B ÃB§	xEý	G  
Parameters ñ	£%£			 O  W  	 
ñ = 3 5  
£ = 1 3  
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Ã%£ = 0.9999 
 = 0.2 
 = 0.44 O = 0.7 W = 0.5  = 0.8 
 = 9 
O = 0.6 
R = 0.3	
mI = 2	
EI = 0	
ℎ = 0	
Ã = 0	
§ = 0.03	
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9. THE PROBLEM OF THE FIRM 
Firm seeks to maximize the value of shareholders. 
The Tobin’s Q will be the value of one partner claim to the firm and is what the firm is going to 
maximize. 
The firm only produces Capital goods and has the following profit function: 
BE	h E − WË2,  Ë ←Factor discount 
St.  
 = 1 −  + Ì \W]GHIHJÑÏJÐKÎ
 
According to Correia, Neves and Rebelo (1995) and Getler Ì		 is increasing and convex, depends 
on the scale of the firm and is convex in the absolute value of 
W  . 
The presence of adjustment cost, for example installing new capital cost, turns the investment 
problem into a dynamic problem. 
Ì		 is what makes the decision of installing new capital different from the employment decision. 
Let assume Ì	 X ÔyyY = W − L X Ôyy − Y 
 is the steady state of  W   stock associated with no adjustment cost .The level of investment 
necessary to maintain the plant. 
Ì	 \ W] = W  + 12L \ W − ] 
Ì	 \ W] = » W + 12L \ W − ]¼GHHHHHIHHHHHJ
M	\ Ny¡y]
 
If it will not exist adjustment cost 
MyÔy = Ì%  y  
In S.S. Ì = Ô 
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Why? Ì	 X ÔY = Ô + L X Ô − ÔY 
Ì = W 
So in the law of motion   = 1 −  + Ô 
    1 = 1 −  + Ô ⇒ Ô =  Ì% = 1 ← No adjustment cost 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bellman equation 
Necessary condition for optimality associated with the mathematical method knows as dynamic 
programming.  
Firm Maximization 
MaxÔy,y  = e − W + 1 + ú O the	firm	decides	how	much	invest	 
St.    = 1 −  + Ì XW  Y 
BE	 ≡ e − W +  k1 −  + Ì X
ÔyyYl1 + ú  
FOC 
W :	−  +  k1 −  + Ì% 
yl1 + ú = 0	 
− +  »Ì% 1 + ú ∙  ∙ ¼ = 0 
Costos  
W  = 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We need this because investment is in function of real interest rate and the inflation is:  
1 + Ë =  	∧ 1 + § = o = 1 + ú1 + Ë 
− + 
³´´
µ´Ì%   1 + Ë1 + úGHIHJqZyq ¶·
··¸ 
d = o − + dÌ%  ⋅  = 0 −1 + ^dÌ% _ = 0 
Since d is the future flow, and it will tell me if incentives to invest 
Interpretation  ⇒ ^dÌ% _ > 1 Ì%  Marginal cost of an extra unit of Capital 
d     Marginal benefit 
In equilibrium we can expect ^dÌ% _ = 1 d How much is my marginal benefit when I produce one unit of Capital 
FOC 
:	e +  ¾1 −  + Ì	  Ôyy1 + ú ¿ 
1 + ú it discount the future flow of the benefits.  is in function of the future flow and the interest rate. 
Forward one period: 
 k1 + ú l =  ¾ 11 + úe + 
 X1 −  + Ì	  − Ì%  ÔyqyqY1 + ú ¢¿ 
 k1 + ú  ∙ l =  ¾ 11 + ú  ∙  e + 
 X1 −  + Ì	  − Ì%  ÔyqyqY1 + ú ¢¿ 
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 o =  ³´´
µ 1o 1 ¾e + 
 X1 −  + Ì	  − Ì%  X ÔYY1 + ú ¿¶··¸ 
d =  ¹ 1o »\e] + 1 + ú  \1 −  + Ì − Ì′ \ W]]¼º 
d =  ¹ 1o »\e] + o \1 −  + Ì − Ì′ \ W]]¼º 
d =  ¹ 1o f\e] +d \1 −  + Ì − Ì′ \ W]]gº	2 
Log - lin 
1,d = 1Ì% X ÔY ⇒ dÌ% = 1 
dÌ% û1 + \t +Ì%%Ì% ∙ W zW¤ −©{ü = 11 + 0 
\t + Ì%%Ì% ∙ WGIJ] zW¤ − ©{ = 0 
−Ì%%Ì% ∙ W = ^ 
^\t = W¤ − © 
^	 Resumes adjustment cost 
^  Investment elasticity of the Tobin’s Q 
Log – lin (2) 
d =  k 1o »\e] + d k1 −  + Ì − Ì′ \ W]l¼l 
d = 1o \e] + do 1 −  + do Ì − do Ì%		 \ W] 
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dz1 + d¥{ = o \e] \1 − o¥ + \Ê]] + do 1 − z1 + \t − o¥{+ do Ìû1 + \t − o¥ +Ì′Ì ∙ W zW¤ − ©{ü
− Ì%do W k1 + \t − o¥ + Ì′′Ì′ ∙ W zW¤ − ©{ + W¤ − ©l 
d = 1 
Ì% = 1 
Ì = W =  
o = e + 1 −  ⇒ 1 + § = e + 1 −  ⇒ § +  = e 
d¥ = § + 1 + § \\Ê] − o¥] + 1 − 1 + § z\t − o¥{ + 1 + § z\t − o¥ + W¤ − ©{− 1 + § X\t − o¥ − ^zW¤ − ©{ + zW¤ − ©{Y 
Collecting in term of commons: 
d¥ = § + 1 + § \Ê] − \§ + 1 + § + 1 − 1 + § − 1 + § + 1 + §]o¥ + \1 − 1 + § + 1 + § − 1 + §]\t+ \ 1 + § + ^1 + § − 1 + §] zW¤ − ©{ 
d¥ = § + 1 + § \Ê] − X §1 + §Yo¥ + \1 − 1 + §] \t + \ ^1 + §] zW¤ − ©{ 
We know that: 
\t = ^zW¤ −©{ 
⇒ \t^ = W¤ −© 
\t = § + 1 + § \Ê] − X §1 + §Yo¥ + \1 − 1 + §]\t + \ ^1 + §] ^\t 
\t = \§ + 1 + §] \Ê] − X §1 + §Yo¥ + k1 −  + ^1 + § l\t 
\t = \§ + 1 + §] \Ê] − X §1 + §Yo¥ + \ 11 + §]\t 
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∴ Tobin’s Q depends on the future path of price shadow \t and the interest rate   
When we use capacity installed  = p; 				R > 1 we suppose rate of utilization,   
This modification reduces the variance of productivity shock 
E.g. 
3, £ = 3x	ë − 11 − ñ  
3 = O − O 
S.t. restriction  
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10. INVESTMENT 
BE	he + WË2,  
St  
 = 1 −  + Ì \W] 
Ì \ W] = W − 12L \ W − ] 
Ì \ W] = W − 12L \ W − ] 
BE	 = e − W + 1 + ú  
St  
 = 1 −  + Ì \W] 
FOC 
W :	−  + Ì′1 + ú = 0 
− + Ì% ∙ 11 + ú ∙  ∙ +1+1 = 0 
By Fisher 
ú = § + Ë	 ⇒ § = ú − Ë 
− + Ì%+1 ∙ 11 + ú ∙ +1 = 0 
 
− + Ì%+1o+1 = 0 
d = +1o+1 − + zdÌ% { = 0 
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−1 + zdÌ% { 	= 0 
d = 1Ì%  
ÌÔ \ W] = W − 12L f\ W] − 2 W  + g  
ÌÔy% = 1 − 12L »2 1 W − 2 ¼ d = 1 Ì%  = 1 
⇒ d = 1 
 FOC 
:		Í  = e +  a1 −  + Ì X ÔyyY − Ì%  Ôyyrb1 + ú  
Forward one period: 
	Í =  ¾e +  a1 −  + Ì − Ì% Ôyqyqb1 + ú ¿		|| 11 + ú 
Í1 + ú =  ¾ 11 + úe +  a1 −  + Ì − Ì
% Ôyqyqb1 + ú ¢¿ 
Í1 + ú  ∙  =  ¾ 11 + ú  ∙  e + 
 a1 −  + Ì − Ì% Ôyqyqb1 + ú ¢¿ 
 
d =  ¾ 1o e + 
 a1 −  + Ì − Ì% Ôyqyqb1 + ú ¢¿ 
d =  ¾ 1o e + 
 a1 −  + Ì − Ì% Ôyqyqb1 + ú ¢¿ 
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d =  ¹ 1o ûe + 1 + ú 1 ∙  \1 −  + Ì − Ì% W]üº 
d =  ³´´
µ´ 1oÀÁ
Âe + oGHIHJ`yq \1 −  + Ì − Ì
% W]ÄÅ
Æ
¶··
·¸
 
d =  ¹ 1o ûe +d \1 −  + Ì − Ì% W]üº 
d = e 1o +do 1 −  + Ìdo − do Ì% W 
d1 + \t = e 1o \1 + \Ê] − §̂] + do 1 − 1 + \t − §̂+ Ìdo û1 + \t − §̂ + Ì′Ì W̅# zW¤ − ©{ü
− do Ì%  WÀÁ
Â1 + \t − §̂ + zW¤ − ©{ + Ì′′Ì′ W̅#«] zW¤ − ©{ÄÅ
Æ
 
o = e + 1 −  ⇒ 1 + § = e + 1 −  ⇒ § +  = e 
Ì = Ì% = Ô = por   = 1 −  + Ì X ÔyyY 
      = 1 −  + Ì  
     1 = 1 −  + Ì  
Ì =  = W 
\t = § + ^1 + § \\Ê] − §̂] + \1 − 1 + §] \t − §̂ + 1 + § z\t − §̂ + W¤ − ©{− 1 + § X\t − §̂ + W¤ − © + −^zW¤ − ©{Y 
We know that: 
−d¥ = −^zW¤ − ©{ ⇒ \t = ^zW¤ − ©{ 
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\t = § + 1 + § û\\Ê] − §̂] + \1 − 1 + §] \t − §̂ + 1 + § z\t − §̂ + W¤ − ©{
− 1 + § X\t − §̂ + W¤ − © + −\tYü 
\t = § + 1 + § û\\Ê] − §̂] + \1 − 1 + §] \t − §̂ + 1 + § z\t − §̂ + W¤ − ©{
− 1 + § z+W¤ − © − §̂{ü 
\t = § + 1 + § \Ê] − §̂ f\§ + 1 + §] + 1 − 1 + § + 1 + § − 1 + §g + \t \1 − 1 + § + 1 + §]+ W −  1 + § − 1 + § zW¤ − ©{ 
\t = § + 1 + § \Ê] − §̂ f§ + 11 + §g + \t \ 11 + §] 
\t = 1o \t − §̂ + § + 1 + § \Ê] 	B	 
We insert in a: 
\t = ^zW¤ −©{ 
^zW¤ −©{ = 1o X^zW¤ − ©{Y − §̂ + § + 1 + § \Ê] 
By Euler equation we also know: 
 =h log O, − £_1 + ` 
The nominal interest rate is: Ëo = § 
O, + d − 1 − d +Ì	 d + o P = é £, + o , + P − a,  1o    	 :	− T Ëo + T = 0 
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O:	 1O = T OO = oË  :	− Td + T1 − d − dÌ T+ TÌ′  W d +	T kol  :	Td = Td \1 −  − Ì \ W] + Ì′  W] + −	T+	T \e] 
Euler consumption 
TT =  1d \e + d1 −  − Ì  + Ì%  W] 
The adjustment cost of the interest rate is: 
o = 1d \e + d1 −  − Ì  + Ì%  W] 
do = e + d \1 −  − Ì  + Ì%  W] 
Fromthe Euler equation 
d OO = e + d1 −  − dÌ  + dÌ%  W + Ë 
Log – lin 
d OO 1 + \t + L̂ − L̂=  e k1 + ke¤ll + 1 − d1 + \t− dÌû1 + \t + Ì′Ì W zW¤ − ©{ü
+ dÌ% W û1 + \t + W¤ − © + Ì%%Ì% W zW¤ − ©{ü + Ë \1 + 1Ë] 
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\t + L̂ − L̂=  e e¤ + 	1 − \t − z\t + W¤ − ©{
+  \t + W¤ −© + −^zW¤ − ©{GHHHHHIHHHHHJbyq ¢+ Ë 
\t + L̂ − L̂=  e ke¤l + 	1 − \t − z\t + W¤ − ©{+ z\t + W¤ − © +−\{ + Ë 
\t + L̂ − L̂=  e ke¤l + ^	1 −  − _\t − zW¤ −©{ + zW¤ − © +{+ Ë 
\t + L̂ − L̂ = o ke¤l + \1 − 2o ]\t + Ë 
^zW¤ − ©{ + L̂ − L̂ = o ke¤l + \1 − 2o ] ^zW¤ − ©{ + Ë 
\Ê] = oP fL̂ − L̂ + ^zW¤ − ©{ − 1 − 2o ^zW¤ − ©{g − Ët 
 \Ê] = oP fL̂ − L̂ + ^zW¤ − ©{ − 1 − 2o ^zW¤ − ©{ − Ëtg  → B 
\ = 1o \ − §̂ + § + o \o fL̂ − L̂ + ^zW¤ − ©{ − 1 − 2o ^zW¤ − ©{ − Ëtg] 
 
^zW¤ −©{ = ^zW¤ − ©{ − §̂+ § +  \L̂ − L̂ + ^zW¤ − ©{ − 1 − 2o ^zW¤ − ©{ − Ët] 
 
^zW¤ − ©{ = ^zW¤ − ©{ − §̂+ § +  \L̂ − L̂ + ^zW¤ − ©{ − 1 − 2o ^zW¤ − ©{ − Ët] 
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W¤ − © \^ + \§ +  ] ^]= ^zW¤ − ©{ − §̂ + § +  L̂ − L̂ − § +  1 − 2^zW¤ − ©{− § +  Ët 
 
W¤ − © k^ + § + ^ l= zW¤ − ©{^ − § + 1 − 2^ − §̂ + § +  L̂ − L̂− § +  Ët 
W¤ − © = k^ + § + 1 − 2^^ + § + ^ l zW¤ − ©{ − ^ + § + ^ §̂+ § + ^ + § + ^ L̂ − L̂ − § +  Ët ^ + § +  
W¤ − © = k + 1 − 2§ +  + § +  lzW¤ − ©{ − ^ + § + ^ §̂+ § + ^ + § + ^ L̂ − L̂ − § + ^ + § + ^ Ët 
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11. ADVANCED PICKS IN DYNARE 
We are going to introduce cash in advance (CIA) model as Shorffeide (2000) 
Households 
max½,c,dyq,Dy ,h1 − ÌO
2
,  O ≤  −ê +é3 0 ≤ ê  =  − ê +é3 − O + oc,ê + P 
Firms: maximize the present value of future dividends (discounted at a marginal utility of 
consumption of they are owned by households) by choosing dividends next periods: capital stock, , labor demand, £, and loans. 
h O
2
,  
s.t. 
 ≤ ç + ^Q£ − + 1 − _ −é£ −ço , Summarize the use of production function é£ ≤ ç Bank loans are used to pay for wage cost 
In eqq  3 = £ 
  O =  + 
 oc, = o , 
Technologies (Shock is an AR (1)) two sources of perturbation  
lnQ =  + lnQ + G
, lne = 1 −  lne + lne + Gf, 
Growth rate of money 
e =   
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The system will be  
 g− ¥O¤¥eO = xz*hi,yq{O¤¥e  ©£© + 1 − ! 
é© = ç¥£ Ì1 − Ìk O¤¥1 − £l = ç¥£  
o = 1 − ¥xz*hi,yq{ £é©  1¥O¤ = ç¥eO¤¥ X1 − ¥xz*hi,yq{© £©Y 
O¤ + © = xz*hi,y{© £© + 1 − xz*hi,y{© ¥O¤ = e 
e + ê© = ç¥ 
¥ = © £xz*hi,y{ lne = 1 −  lne +  lne + Gd, QQ ≡ Q = expz + G
,{  = x*hi,y ¥¥ = ¥¥ ex*hi,y
this	doesn%t	have	a	SS 
We have stochastic trends in technology and money 
We have to declare observables  
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12. STICKY PRICE MODEL 
Taylor (1990), Calvo (1985) emphasize in staggered wages and sticky prices in a forward looking 
manner. 
So there is New Keynesian Phillips Curve, that G.G.(1999) and  GGLS(2001). 
Difficult to detect ∗ Potential 
HYBRID NEW KEYNESIAN PHILIPS CURVE 
Calvo price setting   = ñ¥ + 1 − ñ¥∗  (1) 
Two firms    ∗ = 1 − m +m<  (2) 
Backward looking  < = ∗ + Ë   (3) 
Forward looking sets in an optimization manner 
Maxãy∗ hñ
2
,  ld, X∗| −mz|{Yn 
s.t  
| = \ ∗]h O				ý§		 
On the other hand  
hO,£2,  
s.t. O +dP ≤ P +é£ + Π 
So from FOC conditions of consumption we know that:   
d, =  k½yp½y l 
Posing the problem 
Maxãy∗ hñ »∗ \ ∗]h O − m k\ ∗]h Ol¼
2
,  
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FOC 
hñ »| + ∗−G| 1∗ − −G 1∗ |¼ = 0
2
,  | = m′ 
hñ »1 − G| + G∗ |¼ = 0
2
,  
hñ ¹| »1 − G + G∗ |¼º = 0
2
,  
hñ X∗ − GG − 1|Y2, = 0 
hh is the gross function price mark up and the one prevailing when we have zero inflation in SS 
Define real marginal cost  
O| = | 															∧ 			Ë, = ,  
hñ \∗ −  |  ]
2
, = 0 
hñz∗ − O|Ë,{2, = 0 
∗ = 1 − ñhñ \O| ]
2
, 				4 
from (1) 
1 − ñ4̂∗ − 4̂ + ñ4̂ − ñ4 = −ñ4 1 − ñ4̂∗ − 1 − ñ4̂ = ñ4 − 4 
4̂∗ − 4̂ = ñ1 − ñ Ë 		⇒ Ë = \1 − ññ ] 4̂∗ − 4̂				5 
to (2) 
∗ = 1 − m¥ +m¥< + ¥ − ¥ +m¥ −m¥ 
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¥∗ − ¥ = 1 − m¥ − 1 − m¥ +m¥< −m¥ 
¥∗ − ¥ = 1 − mz¥ − ¥{ + mz¥< − ¥{							6 
Introduce 6 in 5 
Ë = \1 − ññ ] q1 − mz¥ − ¥{ + mz¥< − ¥{r6.1 
Let’s define 
Ët, = ¥, − ¥ 
in 3  
¥< = ∗ + Ët ¥< − ¥ = ∗ − Ët − ñ + 1 − ñ∗ ¥∗ = ¥∗ 						∧ 				 = ∗  ¥< − ¥ = Ët − 1 − ñËt 
¥< − ¥ = Ët1 − ñ − Ët7 
Log – lin 
Modify (4), and eliminate  
 = 1 − ñhñzO|{2,  
Develop 
 z1 + ¥ − { = 1 − ñhñO z1 +eLs | + ¥ − ¥{2,  
¥ = 1 − ñhñz1 +eLs | + ¥{2,  
B = 0,1,2 
¥ = eLs  + ¥ − ñzeLs  + ¥{ + ñzeLs  + ¥{ − ñzeLs  + ¥{+ ñzeLs  + ¥{ + ñ®zeLs  + ¥{ 
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¥ − ¥ = eL +hñeL −eL + Ë2 							8 
7, 8 en 6.1 
Ë = \1 − ññ ] ¹1 − mûeL +hñeL −eL + Ë2 ü +m X Ë1 − ñ − ËYº 
Ë = mñ Ë − \1 − ññ ]mË + \1 − ññ ] 1 − mûeL +hñeL −eL + Ë2 ü 
Ë k1 + 1 − ñmñ l = mñ Ë + 1 − ññ 1 − mûeL +hñeL −eL + Ë2 ü 
Ë kñ + 1 − ñmñ l = mñ Ë + 1 − ñ1 − mñ ûeL +hñeL −eL + Ë2 ü 
Ë = 1 − ñ1 − mñ + 1 − ñmGHHHHIHHHHJ6 ûeL +hñ
eL −eL + Ë2 ü + mñ + 1 − ñmGHHHIHHHJ< Ë 
Develop in B = 1,2 
Ë = B^eL + ñeL −eL + Ë_ + ñeL −eL + Ë + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë − ñË = B^eL + ñeL −eL + Ë_ + ñeL −eL + Ë+ mñ + 1 − ñm Ë − ñ^eL + ñeL −eL + Ë_− mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë − ñË = B^eL + ñeL + ñË_ + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë − ñmñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë \1 + ñmñ + 1 − ñm] = B1 − ñeL + BñË + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë + ñË 
Ë \1 + ñmñ + 1 − ñm] = B1 − ñeL + ñË1 + B + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë \1 + ñmñ + 1 − ñm] = B1 − ñeL + ñË k1 + 1 − ñ1 − mñ + 1 − ñm l + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
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Ë \1 + ñmñ + 1 − ñm]= B1 − ñeL + ñË kñ + 1 − ñm + 1 − ñ1 − m1 + 1 − ñm l+ mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë \1 + ñmñ + 1 − ñm]= B1 − ñeL + ñË kñ + 1 − ñm + 1 − ñ − 1 − ñm1 + 1 − ñm l+ mñ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ë kñ + 1 − ñm + ñmñ + 1 − ñm l= 1 − ñ1 − m1 − ññ + 1 − ñm eL + mñ + 1 − ñm Ë + ññ + 1 − ñm Ë 
Ëzñ + m1 − ñ + ñ{ = 1 − ñ1 − m1 − ñeL +mË + ñË 
Ë Xñ + mz1 − ñ1 − {Y = 1 − ñ1 − m1 − ñeL +mË + ñË 
Ë = 1 − ñ1 − m1 − ñzñ + m1 − ñ + ñ{ eL + mzñ + m1 − ñ + ñ{Ë + ñzñ + m1 − ñ + ñ{Ë 
The hybrid HNKPC will be 
Ë = TeL + Ë + <Ë T = 1 − ñ1 − m1 − ñÌ 
Ì = zñ + m1 − ñ + ñ{ 
 = ñÌ 
< = mÌ 
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13. FLEXIBLE VS STICKY ORICES 
Let consider a non separable utility function 
  =h kO1 − ñ xâl2,  
Household 
O¤ = O¤ + \1 − ññ ]Ã%â£∆£© − 1ñ §̂ 
Rt = £ − 1£1 − £ \mt] − £ − 1£1 − £O¤ 
Firms 
 = Q£ 
Bt + 1 − z£© − ©{ = ke¤l 
Bt + z© −£©{ = ké© l  = Bt + © + 1 − £©  
Investment 
o¥ = \ + §1 + §]ke¤l +mª ☺ 
Equilibrium 
¥ = \O]O¤ + \W] W¤ 
Shock 
Bt = Bt + G6 
Variables  
O, R, B, − e ,é ,  , o, , W = 9	B§úBx, 9	x\uBúýR 
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Model with sticky prices 
Firms does not max profits, just min cost 
Household 
O¤ = O¤ + \1 − ññ ]Ã%â£∆£© − 1ñ §̂ 																														1 
Rt = £ − 1£1 − £ ké© l − £ − 1£1 − £O¤																																				2 
Investment 
o¥ = \ + §1 + §]ke¤l +mª 																																																								3 o¥ = 1 − © + W¤																																																																		4 
Firms 
ke¤l − ké© l = £© −© 																																									5 
Ë = Ët + T̂																																																																								6 
̂ = 1 −  ké© l −  ke¤l − Bt 																																									7  = Bt + © + 1 − £© 																																																						8 
Equilibrium 
¥ = \O]O¤ + \W] W¤																																																																			9 
Shock 
Bt = Bt + G6 																																																																								10 
Variables  
O, R, B, \e] , \é ] , o, , W, Ë, ,  = 11	B§úBx 
 I have only 10 equations for 11 variables 
 Since here is a non competitive market, we need to specify the monetary policy because 
monetary policy is not neutral with sticky prices and operates through nominal interest 
rate. 
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Taylor rule  
ú = ú + ÌËt + `t + G 																																																							11 o¥ = ú − Ë																																																																													12 
So we close the model with this 
How operated 
↑ ú 		→		↑ 	o 	⇒	↓ 	 O in Euler’s equation as prices are sticky  ⇒	↓  , capital and labor falls  
\e] ↓ 	\é ] ↓	⇒	↓ 	  	⇒ 	Ët ↓ Ì	Ë = 0.015 
↑ 	 B and what happens with £© 
G = 0,6												 = 0,9								 = 0,02								 = 0,33								£ = 1 3  Ì = 1,5																	ÌË = 0,001 
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14. INVIDIVUAL MAXIMIZATION IN AND MONETARY MODEL 
We introduce Money in the utility function → real balances XdãY enter inthe 	  and allow 
agents to reduce times in transactions. 
Individuals can accumulate 2 assets:  P		BR		 financed by real constraint   = lgO + ^ lg ç + 1 − ^ − lge 
e =   
St. P1 + ú + + O + a = P + +m1 − ç + Ë 	 11 + ú P  +e + O + a =  +  + XmY 1 − ç + Ë	1 + Ë1 + ú  +e + O + a =  +e 11 + ËGIJòy + X
mY 1 − ç + Ë 
Let define the real interest rate as: 
1 + § = 1 + ú1 + Ë = o o +e + a =  + e1 + Ë + XmY 1 − ç + Ë 
FOC 
O :			 O = T 
ç :		 ç^ = T XmY 
 :	− To + T = 0 ⇒ T = To	
e 	 ∶  1 − ^ − e − T +  T1 + Ë = 0 1 − ^ − e 1T − 1 +  TT 11 + Ë 
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1 − ^ − e O − 1 + 11 + §1 + Ë = 0 
Furthermore we know that: 
1 + ú = 1 + §1 + Ë 1 − ^ − e ∙ O + 11 + ú − 1 = 0 1 − ^ − e ∙ O + 1 − 1 − ú1 + ú = 0	 ⇒	 
e = \1 − ^ −  ]O \1 + úú ] 	xeBR	ý	§xB	BBRLx ↑ O →		↑ e 
↑ ú	 →	↓ e 
 Xyy Yú = ú − 1 + úú = − 1ú < 0 E = E ∙  − E  
Money supply 
 =  + G 
e = sy#qòy + G  But in practice we define ú rather than e, not in Bolivia 
Option (De Gregorio) 
ú = F ̅ + 	\1 + ñÌñ + T] Ëá − Ë + ñÌñ + T ^ 
  The loss function was min T −  + Ë − Ë 
St.  Ë = Ëá + ñ −  + G ñ: Parameter output deviation from potential output 
T: Parameter of loss function 
Ì: Investment sensibility to real interest in the equation 
 − v = Q − Ìú − Ëá + 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15. FISCAL POLICY 
Implications of fiscal policy differ from some models. 
Calvo and Vegh (2005) find that in developing countries fiscal policy is prociclycal. This leads us to 
make a question: 
1. Is the fiscal policy a mechanism that helps the economy against the business cycle? Or it 
harms the economy or push up? 
2. With a positive co-movement over the cycle? 
Gali , Lopez-Salido and Valles (2007) 
1. What are the effects in government purchases on the aggregate activity? 
2.  How are those transmitted 
Most models  ↑ äwIÛß8à6iái	6Kái 	→	↑  but ¿? C 
Standard RBC  ↑ ä	 →	↓ O (ricardian) because households behave in a Ricardian manner  
IS – LM   ↑ ä	 →	↑ O 
Aiyami, Christiano and Eichembaun (1999) 
Fatas and Mihov (2001) 
↑ ä	 →	↓ W private investment falls →	↓wealth→	↓ 	O 
On the other hand↑ ä (financed by lump sum taxes) →	↓ mxBℎ →	↓ O 
↑ £i at any wage ⇒	↓ XÚãY →↑ £ →	↑  
↑ £¬ →	↑ ª< →	↑ W The multiplier is greater or less than one depending on the parameters of 
the value. 
Blanchard (2003) 
↑ ä	 →	effects on output depend on the investment response 
If    Xd#ãY ⇒	↑ O →	↓ W (resulting from ↑ o) 
If Central Bank in response to ↑ ä maintain o ⇒ effects in investment is zero) 
Empiric studies find: that in response to a positive government spending shock consumption drops 
and there is a fall in W or at least it doesn’t move (null effect)     
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So, two contributions: 
Developed a DSGE model that incorporates: 
 Sticky price models (Woodford 1999,2003) 
 Presence of rule – of – thumb consumer ( Campell and Mankiw 1989) 
Blanchard and Peroty (2002) 
1. ↑ ä  is persistence 
2. ↑ ä →↑  
3. ↑ ä →↑ O large and significant ↑ ä →↓ W significant 
While Fatás and Mihov: ↑ ä →↑ W insignificant 
The model O, ç 
Government budget constraint 
a + oP = P + ä 
All the variables we can express in real terms or as in Gali as deviation from its natural level and 
respect to output. 
So 
ä = a + Po − P 
ä = a + P1 + ú −P  
And let assume we hold a constant level of debt 
ä = a + P \ 11 + ú − 1] 
ä = a + P \1 − ú − 11 + ú ] 
ä = a − ú1 + ú P 
a − ú1 + ú P = a + P1 + ú − P 
P = \ 11 + ú + ú1 + ú]P 
Nominal return or 
nominal pay  
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P = P just pay the interest and debt is sustainability 
FISCAL RULE   ad – hoc 
a = Ì< + Ì) 
Gov purchases are AR(1)    =  + G 
From government constraint  
a + Po = P + ä 
And in real terms 
 +  1 + Ë1 + ú =  +  
 + 1 + §GIJªy =  +   = 1 + § −  −  
Since  = ªy ∧  								1 + § = 1 +   = 1 +  −  − 1 + zÌ< + Ì){ 
 = 1 + 1 − Ì< + 1 + z1 − Ì){ 
Under this rule necessary condition for not to be explosive 
1 + 1 − Ì< < 1 
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16. OPTIMAL MONETARY POLICY 
  What the general course of monetary policy should be?  
• Taylor (1993), the well know example → the principle Taylor 
Bernanke and Frederic Mishkin (1997) endorsement of inflation targeting 
• Choose how to conduct monetary policy has important consequences on aggregate 
activity. 
• Now we have techniques of dynamic equilibrium theory pioneered in RBC analysis → 
the so called DSGE models. 
• Incorporation of market frictions. 
• More knowledge about how works macroeconomics and the monetary policy 
improvements→ determinants of inflation. 
Output / inflation trade off is sensitive to the degree and nature of persistence in 
inflation ⇐ It`s the speed at which monetary policy should try to reach optimal 
inflation rate. 
As Gali and Gertler (1999), persistence in inflation may be related to sluggish 
adjustment of unit labor cost vis – a – vis movements in output that has important 
repercussions for monetary policy. 
• Introduce an open eco framework are likely to provide alternative monetary policy 
rules. 
• Choice of exchange rate regime ⇒optimal response to shock originated abroad. 
⇒ Understand why central banks smooth interest rate adjustment? 
⇒ How Central Bank deal with financial stability, policy rules discussed in the literature do include 
contingences for financial crises    
Woodford 
Inflation forecast targeting was developed at central banks like the Bank of New Zealand, Bank of 
Canada, Bank of England, and Sweden. 
Inflation targeting literature finds that optimal monetary policy might be implemented through 
procedures that share important features of the inflation – forecast targeting that is currently 
practiced at central Banks like those just mentioned. 
Inflation targeting safeguard CB against the trap of discretionary policy monetary and help to 
private sector anticipate future policy, increasing effectiveness. 
Batini and Laxton (2006) 
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• Inflation targeting in emerging market countries have important effects rather than adopt 
money or exchange rate targeting. 
• Shows that inflation and inflation expectations improve with no adverse effects on output 
• Under inflation targeting volatility of interest rate, exchange rates, and international 
reserves are less. 
• Inflation targeting can help build credibility and anchor inflation expectation more rapidly 
and durably. 
• It provides more flexibility. 
• Involves a lower economic cost in the face of monetary policy failure. 
o But there’s disadvantages  
• It offers to little discretion and this unnecessarily restrains growth → this is because CB 
acts consistently and convincing to attain the inflation target. 
• It offer too much discretion (may only worry about IT) and can’t anchor expectations. 
IT implies high exchange rate volatility → it could have negative implication on exchange rate. 
Chile → to control inflation they push up interest rate, as a consequence the economy 
reserves more dollars so exchange rate falls. 
Condition →  technical capability of CB to implement IT, ABSENCE THE FISCAL 
DOMINANCE, good financial markets and efficient institutional support to 
motivate the commitment to low inflation 
Preconditions: 
Institutional independence → fall legal autonomy and be free from fiscal and political 
pressure 
Well – developed technical infrastructure  →   must have inflation forecasting and 
modeling capabilities and the data needed to implement this. 
Economic structure   → prices deregulated 
→ the economy should not overly sensitive to commodity prices 
and exchange rate and dollarization should becriminal 
Healthy financial system  → to guarantee effective monetary transmission 
    → Capital markets will developed  
Instead →  adopt inflation targeting depend on the commitment and ability to plan and 
drive institutional change after introducing targeting 
Despite, we have to study also how this fiscal regime can affect inflation targeting 
See fiscal consequences of monetary policy: 
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 Non - distorting sources of government renew exit 
 Fiscal policy can be rise to ensure intertemporal government solvency 
Benigno – Woodford (2006) found that fiscal regime has important consequences for the 
optimal conduct of monetary policy. 
An optimal target rule involves commitment to an explicit target for an output gap 
adjusted price level. 
Optimal policy could allow departures from long – run target of growth in the gap adjusted 
price level in response to disturbances that affect the government’s budget, but it involve 
commitment to restore variables to the normal level. 
In the medium term inflation expectation should remain firmly anchored despite the 
occurrence of fiscal shocks. 
Monetary policy has consequences for intertemporal solvency at government – under a 
given fiscal policy ⇒	∆ in monetary policy require changes in fiscal policy ⇒ welfare 
consequences. 
Fiscal policy affects supply – side that affects the available trade – off between inflation 
stabilization and the central bank’s ability to stabilize the welfare – relevant output gap. 
THE MODEL 
Credibility  →   Blanchard and Fisher (1989) 
ç = mË + û				 − Bw∃	i6ßÞpiü
 																B > 1 
St Phillips curve ⇒ 				 =  + Ë − Ëá 
1i Alternative  
 Have low – zero inflation ← compromise 
 O →  =  
 Loss function ç =  − 1 
Inflationarybias ⇒ CB looks for boot the economy with a inflationary shock →	↑  to 
converge  B. 
2p Discretion 
ç = mË +  + Ë − Ëá − B 
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çË Ë: 2Ëm + 2 + Ë − Ëá − B = 0 
2Ëm + 2 + 2Ë − Ëá − 2B = 0 
Ëm +  +  + Ëá − 1B = 0 
Ë = m + ^B − 1 + Ëá_ 
If we have rational expectations Ë = Ëá 
Ëm +  − Ë = B − 1 Ëm +  −  = B − 1 Ë = mB − 1 
⇒ ç = B − 11 = m > ç8B − 1 ∴ Discretion is worse than compromise 
And we must deal with low, conservative and reputation. 
Pool analysis → minimize cyclical fluctuations of the product. 
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17. IS MONETARY POLICY A SCIENCE? 
It also depend on individual judgment 
1i Focus on output gap  → but how to measure output gap? 
    Despite it stabilizing inflation around an inflation target 
2p Follow the Taylor principle  ← ensure policy reaction in response to high inflation. 
 Through moves in nominal interest rate we can stimulate private spending + or – 
 But, how can we estimate a Taylor principle for the economy? IT’S DEPEND NO THE 
ECONOMY STRUCTURE!!! 
3ß Be forward looking actions affect economy with lags e.g. Interest rate cut: as Walsh 
(2008) pointed out: it has impact on real output after twelve or even eighteen months. 
This is explained by the presence of price setting and non-competitive market. 
E.g. ñ = 75 ⇒implis the adjustment cause of inercy is within 3 – 4 quarters. 
Lags mean that CB must be forward looking to stabilize possible effects of adverse shocks 
Is monetary policy an art? 
Request fine touch of policy maker 
⇒ Two principles  
1i How can we focus the output gap when we don’t know what it is? 
It has important impact because authority must know if we are over or below the potential 
2pImplement Taylor principle 
Does CB respond to inflation changes with > 0,1 point 1,5 point, 2 refered to nominal 
interest rate? 
Responding strongly will help to keep Ë more stable around low average level, but it will 
result in larger fluctuations in output and employment. Hence there is a trade – off between 
inflation stability and employment stability this trade – off require good judgment 
Chile ↑ ú to ↓ Ë but ↓ exchange rate ⇒↓ 
£ 
Valdivia (2008) shows that we have a weak tradeoff between inflation and employment because 
we have a high frequency price setting 
We must have 
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Art of forecasting →forecast future economic conditions  
Not only based on good data or good models, but also on good judgment  
So conducting policy is for from routine     
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